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Abstract
We consider a Black–Scholes market in which a number of stocks and
an index are traded. The simplified Capital Asset Pricing Model is the
conjunction of the usual Capital Asset Pricing Model, or CAPM, and the
statement that the appreciation rate of the index is equal to its squared
volatility plus the interest rate. (The mathematical statement of the con-
junction is simpler than that of the usual CAPM.) Our main result is that
either we can outperform the index or the simplified CAPM holds.
Simply buying and holding the
stocks in a broad-market index is
a strategy that is very hard for
the professional portfolio manager
to beat.
Burton G. Malkiel [3]
1 Introduction
The simplified CAPM (SCAPM) says that the market price of risk coincides
(at least approximately) with the volatility of the index. This note gives two
formalizations of the following disjunction: either SCAPM holds or we can
outperform the index. The formalizations are quantitative, in that they charac-
terize the tradeoff between the degree to which we can outperform the market
and the discrepancy between the market price of risk and the volatility of the
index. One formalization (Theorem 1) says, in the case of a constant-coefficient
market, that asymptotically we can almost surely outperform the index by 50%
per period times the squared norm of the discrepancy. The other formaliza-
tion (stated in Section 3) is non-asymptotic: it says that for a finite investment
horizon T we can beat the index by a large factor with a probability close to 1
unless the discrepancy has the order of magnitude T−1/2 (with a given constant
in front of T−1/2).
There are two natural interpretations of our results. If we believe that the
index is efficient, in that we do not expect a prespecified (and very simple) trad-
ing strategy to outperform the index (cf. the epigraph above), we can conclude
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that the SCAPM holds. And if we do not believe that the SCAPM holds, we
can outperform the index.
Another statement of the SCAPM is that the appreciation rate of a security
exceeds the interest rate by the covariance between the volatilities of the security
and the index. This implies not only a version of the standard CAPM but also
the appreciation rate of the index being the sum of its squared volatility and
the interest rate.
Our main result is mathematically very simple, almost trivial: its proof is
little more that an application of the identity a2 + b2 − 2ab = (a− b)2.
2 Main result and its discussion
Consider a financial market in which K + 1 securities, K ≥ 0, are traded: an
index and K stocks. The time interval is [0,∞); we will be using the framework
of [2], Section 1.7. The price of the index at time t is S0t , and the price of the
kth stock, k = 1, . . . ,K, is Skt . Suppose the prices satisfy the multi-dimensional
Black–Scholes model
dSkt
Skt
= µkt dt+ σ
k,1
t dW
1
t + · · ·+ σk,Dt dWDt , k = 0, . . . ,K, (1)
where (W 1t , . . . ,W
D
t ) = Wt is a standard Brownian motion in R
D. Set µt :=
(µ0t , . . . , µ
K
t )
T (this is the appreciation vector) and σkt := (σ
k,1
t , . . . , σ
k,D
t )
T for
k = 0, . . . ,K (these are the volatility vectors, also called volatilities in Section 1),
and let σt be the (K + 1) × D matrix σk,dt , k = 0, . . . ,K, d = 1, . . . , D. The
interest rate at time t is denoted rt.
We make the assumptions of [2], Section 1.7, except that we allowD < K+1.
We assume that D ≤ K + 1 and that σt is a full-rank matrix for almost all t
(we always consider the Lebesgue measure on t) almost surely, which makes the
market complete ([2], Theorem 1.6.6 and Remark 1.4.10). Assuming that our
market is viable, we obtain the existence of a market price of risk process θt in
R
D such that for almost all t we have µt − rt1 = σtθt a.s. In the interpretation
of our results, we will usually assume that D = K + 1, in which case θt =
σ−1t (µt − rt1) for almost all t almost surely. Another interesting case is where
D = K: this arises naturally when our K stocks are all the stocks traded in the
market and the index is their capital-weighted average.
Set Rt := exp(
∫ t
0
rsds); in particular, R0 = 1. For simplicity and without
loss of generality we assume Sk0 = 1, for all k. We consider only admissible
trading strategies (as defined in [4], Definition 3.1.4). If A and B are two
events, A =⇒ B stands for Ac ∪B.
Theorem 1. There exists a nonnegative wealth process Kt such that K0 = 1
and ∫
∞
0
∥∥θt − σ0t ∥∥2 dt =∞ =⇒ lim
t→∞
lnKt − lnS0t∫ t
0 ‖θs − σ0s‖
2
ds
=
1
2
(2)
almost surely.
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In the discussion in the rest of this section we will consider the constant-
coefficient market, in which rt, µ
k
t , and σ
k,d
t do not depend on t, and so we will
drop the subscript t. If we believe that the index is “asymptotically efficient”,
in that we do not expect to be able to outperform it even in the sense of
lim sup
t→∞
lnKt − lnS0t
t
> 0,
we have θ = σ0, i.e., µ− r1 = σσ0. In other words, we have
µk = r + σk · σ0, k = 0, . . . ,K. (3)
We call the set of equalities (3) the simplified CAPM as they are the conjunction
of the version
µk = r +
σk · σ0
‖σ0‖2 (µ
0 − r), k = 0, . . . ,K,
of the standard CAPM (see, e.g., [1], pp. 28–29) and the expression
µ0 − r = ∥∥σ0∥∥2
for the equity premium µ0 − r.
Remark 1. Constant-coefficient markets are mathematically consistent and
convenient for illustrating the meaning of our results, but they are somewhat
unnatural: if all stocks in the market have constant appreciation rates and
volatilities, the capital-weighted average of all stocks may not have constant
appreciation rate and volatility; and many well-known indexes are defined as
capital-weighted averages of stocks.
A weakness of Theorem 1 is its asymptotic character; however, its proof in
the next section will show that there is nothing asymptotic in the phenomenon
that Theorem 1 expresses.
3 Proof of Theorem 1
By Girsanov’s theorem,
W˜t :=Wt +
∫ t
0
θsds (4)
is a standard Brownian motion under a new probability measure P˜ called the
risk-neutral measure [2]. Our notation for the physical measure (1) will be P;
the restrictions of P and P˜ to F (T )(t) (in the notation of [2]) will be denoted PTt
and P˜
T
t , respectively. Girsanov’s theorem also gives
dPTt
d P˜
T
t
= exp
(∫ t
0
θs · dW˜s − 1
2
∫ t
0
‖θs‖2 ds
)
.
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For the nonnegative wealth process Kt := Rt d P
T
t
d P˜
T
t
(which, as we can see, does
not depend on T ) we have
lnKt =
∫ t
0
rsds+
∫ t
0
θs · dW˜s − 1
2
∫ t
0
‖θs‖2 ds
=
∫ t
0
rsds+
∫ t
0
θs · dWs + 1
2
∫ t
0
‖θs‖2 ds,
which in conjunction with the strong solution
Skt = exp
(∫ t
0
µksds−
1
2
∫ t
0
∥∥σks∥∥2 ds+
∫ t
0
σks · dWs
)
, k = 0, . . . ,K,
to (1) (for k = 0) gives
lnKt − lnS0t =
∫ t
0
(rs − µ0s)ds+
1
2
∫ t
0
‖θs‖2 ds+ 1
2
∫ t
0
∥∥σ0s∥∥2 ds
+
∫ t
0
(θs − σ0s ) · dWs =
1
2
∫ t
0
∥∥θs − σ0s∥∥2 ds+
∫ t
0
(θs − σ0s ) · dWs (5)
(the second equality using rs − µ0s = −σ0s · θs). By the law of the iterated
logarithm and the Dubins–Schwarz theorem, we can see that (2) can in fact be
strengthened to
∫
∞
0
∥∥θt − σ0t ∥∥2 dt =∞ =⇒
lim
t→∞
lnKt − lnS0t − 12
∫ t
0
∥∥θs − σ0s∥∥2 ds√
2
∫ t
0 ‖θs − σ0s‖
2
ds ln ln
∫ t
0 ‖θs − σ0s‖
2
ds
= 1 a.s.
4 A finite-horizon implication
Let us see what (5) gives in the case of a constant-coefficient market and a finite
investment horizon T > 0. Set D := θ − σ0 (this is the discrepancy that we
discussed in Section 1). Fix constants ǫ, δ ∈ (0, 1) (the interesting case is where
they are small). Since
lnKT − lnS0T =
1
2
‖D‖2 T +D ·WT ,
the probability that
lnKT − lnS0T ≤ ln
1
δ
is less than ǫ if and only if
1
2
‖D‖
√
T − 1‖D‖√T ln
1
δ
≥ zǫ,
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where zǫ stands for the upper ǫ-quantile of the standard normal distribution.
Solving this quadratic inequality, we can see that Kt/S0t > 1/δ with probability
at least 1− ǫ unless
‖D‖ <
zǫ +
√
z2ǫ + 2 ln
1
δ√
T
<
2zǫ +
√
2 ln 1δ√
T
. (6)
In other words, our strategy beats the index by a factor of more than 1/δ with
probability at least 1− ǫ unless the approximate SCAPM (6) holds.
Replacing the wealth process Kt by an ad hoc wealth process (depending on
ǫ and δ), it is possible to improve (6) to
‖D‖ ≤ zǫ + zδ√
T
(see [5], Theorem 9.2).
5 Connection with the optimal growth rate of
wealth
In the case of the model (1) with constant coefficients (including the interest
rate), the SCAPM can be easily deduced from the known results about the
optimal growth rate of wealth. According to Corollary 3.10.2 in [2], the optimal
growth rate lim supt→∞
1
t lnKt is r + 12 ‖θ‖2 almost surely. Since security k
(including the index) cannot grow faster than the optimal portfolio,
µk − 1
2
‖σk‖2 ≤ r + 1
2
‖θ‖2 .
The difference between the two sides of this inequality is
r +
1
2
‖θ‖2 − µk + 1
2
‖σk‖2 = 1
2
‖θ‖2 + 1
2
‖σk‖2 − σk · θ = 1
2
‖θ − σk‖2 .
For an asymptotically efficient index, we have θ = σ0. The shortfall of the
growth rate of stock k is 12 ‖θ − σk‖
2
; this was called the theoretical perfor-
mance deficit in [6] and [5] as the shortfall can be attributed to insufficient
diversification as compared to the index.
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